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Western Movies in Hong Kong
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How are western movies treated In Hong Kong? We have the live broadoafUng of the Academy Awards, also know as the Oscar, It is the rare kind of show we watch on Peart without
subtitles, bearing rich quality in both the hosts and guests. We could see what kind of
movies are considered awesome in the eyes of movie critics. But sadly, the kind of fashion
the movies happen In Hong Kong does not always ring supreme.
According to my brief observation, the King's Speech, the Fighter, True Grit and Blutlful do
not hit many theaters here. They all held Importance In the 83rcl Academy Awards’ but they

While t am happy to see there are still people who appreciate non-mafnstroam movies when
t sit in a room packed full with audience, I am still irked by the fact that not a great proportion of the general audience get to see them. More /mpartant/y, / cannot watch ft conveniently elsewhere when / invite a friend who equally tikes the same movie, because the places
/ can choose from are limited.
At thfs point, you shall see I am talking out of my selfish desire. Of course it is great fun to
be the only one or ane of the few to watch great movies • actually great movies, f believe I
got an impressive taste because / watch them, and because I appreciate those movies I
watch.
but leVsJust keep Itasa secret wish. Some movies scattered around Hong Kong theaters
They

come in ever^here, and they come in advertised. Comparativety, the King's Speech is
simply not commercialized enough to sett. Even the Academy Awards wont help. Who kno^
guy? Nice try. My point is,
stars. Let It be your starter and watch their performance for the first time. Exploration is
always merry, after all.
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